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Abs t rac t  This paper generalizes averaging theory to 
arbitrary order by synthesizing series expansion methods 
for nonlinear time-varying vector fields and their flows 
with nonlinear Floquet theory. A companion paper uses 
these results to construct exponentially stabilizing con- 
trollers for underactuated nonlinear systems. 

1 Introduction 
The method of averaging provides a useful means to 
study the behavior of non-linear dynamical systems un- 
der periodic forcing. Such studies are useful in the con- 
trol of underactuated nonlinear systems. This paper pro- 
vides a more coherent structure to the theory of averag- 
ing. Our approach consolidates the classical results of 
Sanders and Verhulst [l], and Bogoliubov and Mitropol- 
sky [Z]. More importantly, we extend averaging methods 
to arbitrary order of approximation. As an example, we 
give explicit calculations for 3'd and 41h-order averag- 
ing, and a general algorithm for calculating higher order 
averages. A companion paper uses these results to con- 
struct exponentially stabilizing feedback controllers for 
underactuated nonlinear systems [3]. 

Our work unites ideas from the areas of series expan- 
sions and averaging in the framework of nonlinear Flo- 
quet theory. The series expansions used here have their 
roots in the work of Magnus 141 and Chen 151. S u b  
sequently, Agraehev and Gamkrelidze provided a bet- 
ter means to understand the series' convergence and 
to formulate expansions for systematic computation [6]. 
Agraehev, Gamkrelidze, and Sarychev [7] have sought to 
better understand nonlinear control by using the series 
expansions. Susmann and Kaswki [a, 9,101 have studied 
the mathematical structure underlying series expansions 
and its connection to controllability. 

We wish to further this line of work and obtain a foun- 
dation for the use of series expansions and averaging for 
nonlinear control. In a similar vein, Bullo [ll] developed 
a series expansion far simple mechanicaf systems under 
time-periodic kinematic motions. Martinez and Cortirs 
[12] extend Bullo's results to arbitrary periodic motions. 

By appealing to nonlinear Floqnet theory, our work 
shows how series expansions fit within the method of 
averaging, and how they may be used to obtain arbi- 

trary orders of approximation. Sarychev [13, 141 has 
considered related problems in the area vibrational con- 
trol, giving means to  use series expansions and nonlinear 
Floquet theory as a foundation for averaging. 

Averaging is a classical theory. Sanders and Verhulst [l] 
give a comprehensive treatment. Note that they provide 
a formula for the average of a time-periodic vector field 
up to second order, and theorems relating the stability 
of the flow of time-periodic vector fields and their av- 
eraged vector field. Bogoliubov and Mitropolsky [Z] do 
likewise, however they also give a general algorithm for 
the calculation of higher order averages. Guckenheimer 
and Holmes [15] use the Poincarg map to prove stability 
of the original flow via an analysis of the averaged flow. 
Although restricted to lower order averaging, it is similar 
to the technique of Sarychev. 

Section 2 reviews relevant results from classical averag- 
ing theory that are subsequently generalized. Section 3 
summarizes the representation of flows and vector fields 
by series expansions. These expansions are key to the 
development of our generalized averaging theory via non- 
linear Floquet theory in Section 4. Section 5 discusses 
the calculation of higher order averages. 

2 Classical Averaging Theory 
Here we review the key ideas that will be subsequently 
generalized. The standard form of the equations of mo- 
tion for averaging are, 

(1) 
dx 
- dt  = eX(x, t ) ,  x(0) = xo, 

where X is T-periodic, i.e., X ( z ,  t )  = X ( z ,  t + 2'). The 
average of X is typically given as, 

- 
where z is considered fixed. Often, X ( . , t )  will be written 
as X ( . ) l .  The average defines new autonomous equa- 
tions, 

(3) 
dz - 
dt  
- = tX(Z), z(0) = 20. 

Averaging theory seeks to determine conditions and d e  
gree of coincidence between the flows of (1) and (3), and 
the stability relations of these flows. 

'This work was supported in part by the National Science Foun- 
dation through Engineering Research Center grant NSF9402726. 

'Via a change of coordinates, the average can instead be writ- 
ten: X(51t)J;X(z1E)de. 
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Theorem 1 (first order  averaging) [ l ]  Consider the 
initial value problems ( 1 )  and (3) with x , z , x o  E M C 
I", t E [to, m), t E ( O , L ~ ] .  Suppose that the following 
all hold: ( I )  X(x,  t) is Lipschitz-continuous in x on M ,  
t 2 0, continuous in x and t on M x R+, and (2) y(t) 
belongs to an interior subset of M on the time scale f . 
Then, x(t) - y(t) = 0 ( E ) ,  as t 1 0 on the time scale !. 
Additionally let the following conditions be met: (1) y = 
0 is an asymptotically stable fied point, and (2) x is 
continuously differentiable in M ,  and has a domain of 
attraction M' c M .  If xo E hl*,then, x ( t )  - y(t) = 
0 ( 6 ( e ) ) ,  for O j t i c o ,  with6(e)=o( l ) .  

An asymptotically stable fixed point in the average ren- 
ders the approximation valid for all time. 

T h e o r e m  2 1151 Suppose instead that X(x , t )  is C', 
r 2 2, and bounded on bounded sets. If 2.  is a hyperbolic 
fixed point of (3), then ther-e exists an ro such that for 
all t E (0, E O ] ,  (1)  possesses a unique hyperbolic periodic 
orbit y,(t) = z* + 0 ( e )  of the same stability type as z * .  

The proof is based on the use of the average as a Poincare 
map of the actual flow. The theorem does not preclude 
the c3se where the orbit is degenerate. 

Theorem 3 [16] Assume that the conditions of theorem 
2 hold and that both X and its average x shore the same 
equilibrium point. If the equilibrium point is expunen- 
tially stable for  the averaged system, then the equilibrium 
point is exponentially stable for the original system. 

First-order averaging is not always sufficient to approx- 
iinate the dynamics of a system. In these cases, second- 
or higher-order averaging techniques are needed. 

Theorem 4 (second order averaging) [ l ]  Consider 
the mapping, 

Y(t) = Z ( t )  + 4 z ( t ) , t )  

i = Z(t) + t T ( 2 )  

and the initial value problem 

where, 

w(z,  t )  = 

U ( z ,  t) = DX(s ,  t )  . w(x,t) - Dw(x, t )  . x(z), 
such that a(x) makes the time average of w(x, t) van- 
ish. Suppose that the following all hold: (1)  X ( x ,  t) has 
a Lipschitz-continuous first derivative in x and is con- 
tinuous on its domain of definition, and (2) z( t )  belongs 
to an interior subset of M on the time scale 3 .  Then, 
x ( t )  = y(t) + 0 (2) , on the time scale f .  

(X(x: r )  - x(z)) d r  +a(.) li 

3 Series Expansions 
In Section 4 we show that averaging theory is a natural 
consequence of nonlinear Floquet theory. To obtain nth- 
order approximations, a series description of flows and 
vector fields will be required. The following review is a 
synopsis of relevant concepts from [6] 

The general form for the equations of motion are 

(4) 
dx 
dt - = X ( s ,  t ) .  .(to) = 20, 

where x E I", t E R, X is in C" (R", Rn) as a function 
of the x only, and is absolutely continuous as a function 
of t only. Sometimes we will write Xt for X(. , t ) .  A 
solution to (4) is, Ft,,,t = Id + J t  X, .Fo,?dr, which via 

to successive substitutions results in the Volterra series 

Under appropriate conditions [6], the series Ft,,, con- 
verges and represents the true system flow. In the au- 
tonomous case, the Volterra series reduces to an expw 
nential 

. 

recovering the classical notion of an exponential for au- 
tonomous ordinary, differential equations. Similarly, for 
the time-dependent case, the series is called the chrono- 
logical ezponential in X,[6]. It is written, 

Fto, tzE$(l :X,dT).  (6 )  

i& (1; X, d r )  = X t .  (7) 

The asymptotic nature of this equality is discussed in 
[6]. The inverse to the chronological exponential is the 
chronolugical logarithm [6]; it depends on initial time, to, 

We will use the time-independent logarithm, simply 
called the logarithm, which is now reviewed. 

Averaging theory seeks to find an autonomous vector 
field whose flow hest represents the flow of the vector 
field in (4). Consider the existence of a vector field 
V,,,, (X,) such that the equality (in an asymptotic sense 
[SI) holds: 

+ 

+ 
E $ f X , d r  S e x p V t o , , ( X , ) .  (8) 

L4 
i 

t o  

A series expansion for this vector field, Vt,,t (XT), exists, 
and assuming convergence 161, it is called the logarithm, 
i.e., 

+ 
V , , , , ( X , ) s l n e ~  Y,dr. (9) 

While the logarithm vector field, V,,,, (X,), depends 
on t, it is an autonomous vector field whose flow after 
unit time maps to the same point that is reached by the 
time-dependent flow a t  time t. Variation in.the final 
time results in a new autonomous vector field. 
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The logarithm is a t  the heart of a series expansion ap- 
proximation for the flow @z,l. The logarithm vector field 
is an infinite series of variations , vi:' (x,) + 

m + 
Vt,,, ( X T )  = x? (X7) (10) 

m=l 

dT, . . .dTzd71 

is the mth-variation of the identity flow corresponding to 
the perturbation f ie ld  X,. The integrands, v'"'(.), of the 
variations are the sum of iterated Lie brackets, denoted 
here by ad, and thereby naturally reside within the space 
of vector fields. The first four integrand are given below: 

V("(E1 ) = E1 

1 
V'~'(EI,EZ) = p d g h  

v'3'(E~rE~,C3) = (ad@& +adad,s~,E~) 
1 

V ( ~ ~ ( E I ,  Ez I 53. C4) = - 12 (ad,dC4e, ad& 

+adcsadad,4f2E1) 

1 

(11) 

+ adad,d,4,,& + adfladad,3fzCl 

By taking advantage of the Jacohi-Lie identity, the third 
and fourth variations were simplified to  the form above. 
Under the condition that the first (m- 1) elements of the 
variations vanish, choosing only the first non-vanishing 
element to represent the flow gives, 

Proposition 1 [Si If at the point x E R", the following 
holds: V i 3  (X , )  = 0, V a  = 1, . . . , m - 1, then 
i 

4 Averaging via Floquet Theory 

This section reformulates averaging in terms of nonlinear 
Floquet theory, which provides a means to understand 
the flow of (4), rewritten here, 

i = X(z, t )  , x ( 0 )  = ZO, (12) 
with X ,  T-periodic, i.e., X ( x , t )  = X ( s , t  +T). 

Theorem 5 (Nonlinear Floquet Thm.) Let 4& be 
the flow generated b y  the time-periodic differential equa- 
tion (12). If the monodramy map, M = 4&, has a 
logarithm, then the flow @it can be represented as a 
composition of flows = p( t )  o exp(Yt), where P is 
T-oeriodic. and 

Proof: Our proof, while hinted at  in [13], appears 
to be original. I t  follows its linear counterpart. If T = 
t + T, then both 4& and @& are flows that differ by 
an invertible mapping, l, with 4 & + ~  = 4 & o l .  

Assume, for now, that  there exists an autonomous flow 
denoted by @Kt equaling I at time T .  Consider, P ( t )  E 
@& o (a&- ' .  The flow P ( t )  is T-periodic. 

P ( t  + T )  = @&+T 0 (@;l+T)-l 
= ' @ $ T  (@;T)-' ('0.1) Y -1 

= a& 0 (act)-' = P(t ) .  

The T-periodicity of the original vector field ensures, 
*&+T = @cl o @&, implying @piT = l = 
i.e., P is the monodramy map of the flow. Therefore, 
exp(Y2') = e$ ( s a X r d ~ ) .  Inverting via the loga- 
rithm yields equation (13), precisely the average of the 
T-periodic vector field; a connection that will he made 
more explicit later. w 

Theorem 6 If the monodramy map has a b e d  point, 
then the actual flow has a periodic orbit whose stability 
is determined by the stability of the monodramy map. 

Proof: 
technique. 

Stability can be found using a Poincark map 
From [17], the Poincare map is the mon- 

odramy map. w 

If the monodramy map is (exponentially) asymptoti- 
cally stable, then the associated orbit is (exponentially) 
asymptotically stable. 

Corollary 1 I f  the pow of system (12) has a jized point 
X I ,  as does the monodramy map, then stability of the 
actual flow may be determined using the monodramy 
map. In particular an (exponentially) asymptotically sta- 
ble Jked point for the monodramy map implies an (expo- 
nentially) asymptotically stable fixed point for the actual 
system. 

Proof: Can be proven by appealing to the notions of 
D-stability and C-stability found in Pars [IS]. w 

These critical results link the stability of the averaged 
system to the stability of the original system. Explicit 
calculation of the monodramy map may be difficult; 
fortunately, the monodramy map is related to the au- 
tonomous vector field, Y .  The flow of Y for time T gives 
the monodramy map. 

Corollary 2 [l3] The stability properties of the loga- 
rithm of the monodramy map  are equivalent to those of 
the monodramy map. 

Comment. In the context of linear systems, the above 
conclusions lead to the following well known fact for Flo- 
quet theory: calculation of the Floquet multipliers is 
equivalent to calculation of the Floquet exponents. 
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4.1 Application to  Averaging Theory 
:Floquet theory is an important asset for averaging the- 
ory. Since the actual Row oscillates around the trajectory 
determined by the autonomous vector field Y, the mon- 
odramy map gives the turnpike behavior of the system 
[14]. To check stability, one must calculate the mon- 
odramy map or the full series expansion of its logarithm. 
lhnca t ions  of the series expansion of the logarithm may 
be sufficient, and can be thought of as partial averages 
of the system on the order of the truncation [13]. 

Let us reemphasize that averaging theory requires the 
parameter 6 in the governing differential equations, ( I ) ,  
allowing for important proximity results and minimizing 
the error when truncating a series expansion. 

The monodramy map is obtained from the autonomous 
vector field in Equation (13), which is a sum of (inte- 
grated) variations (IO). The integrand of the mth vari- 
ation of the identity flow, vcrn)(.), is given by the sum 
of Jacobi-Lie brackets (11). Since iterated Jacobi-Lie 
brackets are multi-linear, the parameter c may be fac- 
tored out. Therefore, Y will often be denoted by 

Definition 1 If the function F can be given b y  a series 
expansion, then Trunc, (F) is a truncation of the series 
of the (m + 1) and higher terms. 

Definit ion 2 A truncated series ezpansion i s  said to be 
a stabilized expansion with respect to property P i f  the 
inclusion of additional terns to the truncation does not 
affect property P of the expansion, i.e., ef property P 
holds for all TYunc,+k (F), k > 0, and Trunc, (F). 

Definit ion 3 [f3] A stabilized truncated series expan- 
sion with respect to linear stability for vector field (14) 
is a truncated vectorfield series that has the same linear 
stability properties as the fully ezpanded vector field. 

These definitions imply that the eigenvalues for various 
truncations are calculated until they cannot be signif- 
icantly affected by the P+' vector field perturbation 
given by adding an extra term to the truncation. At 
this stabilized truncation, linear stability can be com- 
puted and used to determine the linear stability of the 
original system as per the previous propositions. See 
[13, 141 for particular examples involving matrix ODES. 
For a control system, this is known as vibrational con- 
trol. 

If a truncation has not yet stabilized, it can still be ca- 
pable of approximating the actual How. The following 
theorem determines the interval of approximation valid- 
ity. I t  is reminiscent of classical averaging theorems, only 
it holds for arbitrary truncations. 

Theorem 7 The mth-order truncation of the logarithm 
of the monodramy map,  denoted by Y"; gives an 
(m + l)th-order approximation of theflow forfinite time, 
t e . ,  

exp(Yt) = exp(yrnt)  + O (em+') (15) 
on the time scale 1 

Proof:  The difference in the flows can be understood 
by decomposing the total logarithm into a truncation 
and a truncated remainder, Y = Y m  f Y, then using the 
variation of constants formula on the flow, 

Thus the flow, acts as a perturbation to the final 
point of the Row of the truncated vector field. The size 
of this perturbation determines how far the truncated 
vector field How is from the actual Row used to find the 
monodramy map. Since the pull-back is a linear opera- 
tor, the vector geld Z will scale_with E according to its 
contribution in Y. By definition Y has a factor of 
that may be extracted. Therefore, 

z = c m + 1 2 ,  

At this point, invoke Proposition 1 with m = 0 

- 
By taking the maximum of Z over space and time, one 
can arrive at, 

E$ (1: Z d 7 )  = Id + 0 (?""'tm+2 1 .  (16) 

The rest naturally follows on the time scale 1. 

One thing to note is that  the order of time may be in- 
creased at  the cost of orders of approximation. For ex- 
ample, choosing the time scale E-'/' moves the order of 
approximation to 0 ( E ( ~ + ' ) / ( * ~ + ~ )  1. 

5 A General Averaging Theory 
This section generalizes classical averaging theory to 
higher order. Nonlinear Floquet theory decomposes the 
flow of a time-periodic system into a time-periodic and 
autonomous flows. Classical higher-order averaging the- 
ory suggests the form of the autonomous vector field and 
the compensatory periodic flow. This section use series 
expansions and the chronological calculus to construct 
this flow and prove that it preserves the order of prox- 
imity of the truncated autonomous flow. 

5.1 T r u n c a t i o n s  of the Floquet mapping 
It was shown in the previous section that truncations of 
the autonomous Floquet How provide approximations to 
the complete Row. Here it is likewise shown and argued 
that one may calculate truncations of the time-periodic 
mapping P(t ) .  Recall that P ( t )  is given by 

P ( t )  = o exp (-yt).  (17) 
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Theorem 8 An mth-order truncation of the time- 
periodic Floquet mappiny is of order (m + 1)-close to 
the time-periodic Floquet mapping on the time scale 1 

p ( t )  = nunc ,  ( p ( t ) )  + 0 (em+') 

Proof: The proof is similar to that of-Theo- 
rem 7. Consider the two flows a& = Om + a, and 
exp (-Yt) = Qm + 5,  where a'" = nunc ,  (a$',) and 
Qm = Trunc, (exp (-Yt))  . Then, a& o exp ( -Yt)  = 

(am + 5) o (9" + 5) . Expanding, 

a& o exp(-Yt) = nunc ,  (am o qm) + B - I 

The factor em+l can be removed from 0, i.e., 0 
e"+'O, implying that,  

and the result follows on the time scale 1. 

It is not known a priori what properties the truncation of 
P ( t )  will have, however one essential ingredient is time- 
periodicity. Therefore a realistic constraint to add to the 
truncation is time-periodicity, P( t )  = P ( t  + T ) .  After 
extending the mapping t o  be periodic, it will be called 
the amended truncation. 

Corollary 3 If the amended truncation Trunc, (P(t))  
has period T, which is on the time scale 1, then the 
amended truncation is order r("'+l)-close for all time.' 

Suppose that the following holds, P ( t )  = P(t)Po,  with 
PO a time-independent transformation. It is possible to 
recover a different averaged vector field from this. 

Proposition 2 If the Floquet-mapping has a time- 
independent bias, i.e., P ( t )  = P(t)Po. Then a new av- 
eraged vector field may be written Z = (Po),  Y. 

Proof: The autonomous flow is, y(t)  = exp(Yt)y(O), 
and the actual flow is, s ( t )  = P ( t ,  y(t)) = P(t)oPo(y(t)). 
Define the new variable, z(t)  = Poy(t) ,  The evolution of 
z(t) obeys the differential equation, i = (PO), Y ( z ) ,  and 

w 

Comment. A given initial condition might not be the 
actual average, so one should not expect the Floquet 
decomposition to result in the precise average. With the 
above construction, this problem may be overcome. The 
same is known to hold for linear Floquet theory. 

The development of the vector fields and the compen- 
satory flows required for a n  averaging theory is complete. 
An mth-order averaged system is described by the Flo- 
quet mapping, 

the solution becomes, ~ ( t )  = P(t )  o exp(2t) .  

s(t)  = Truncm-l (P(y(t))) + 0 (E"), (18) 
'The corollary can be modified to get other orders of time at 

the sacrifice of orders of proximity. 

and the autonomous vector field, 

Y = - lm Vt0J ( X ) .  (19) 

5.2 First and Second-Order Averaging 

As a simple application, let's revisit first order averaging. 
Unlike second order averaging, first order averaging does 
not involve a compensatory mapping. This is because, 

Trunco (P ( t ) )  = Trunco (@& o exp (-Yt)) = Id. 

Since the compensatory mapping is the identity, the 
zero-mean and T-periodicity constraints are trivially sat- 
isfied. This leaves the autonomous vector field, 

as the only important element in first-order averaging. 
Floquet theory can be applied to obtain the standard 
facts concerning stability of the average vector field flow 
and its relation to the actual flow. 

Second order averaging. The benefits of the chrono- 
logical calculus become more apparent when we recon- 
struct the Znd-order averaging theorem of Sanders and 
Verhulst. Truncating P ( t )  results in 

- 
Trunci (P(t))  = Id + L (X. - X) d i  + 0 (e2) l 

Y =ex + 2'' 1 [I'x, d i  , xt] . 

Sanders and Verhulst also require the flow's integral term 
to have a vanishing average [I]. This is a product of 
their proof technique, and relates to the comment after 
Proposition 2. Bogoliubov and Mitropolsky 121 obtain 
the same results. The autonomous vector field is, 

The beauty of the series expansions approach lies in the 
fact that no new theorems are needed. 

5.3 Higher-order Averaging 
Here, we extend averaging to 3'd- and 41h-order 

Third order averaging. The truncation of P ( t )  t o  
second order is, 

Ttuncz ( P ( t ) )  = Id + f (X. - dT 

+ p 0 X t Z  1 

This truncation is not periodic, although P(0) = P(T) .  
To obtain a T-periodic function, define P ( r  + kT) 3 
P ( i ) ,  where T E 10, T )  and k E Z. This must be done for 
higher-order truncations also. The averaged autonomous 
vector field is. 
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field in table 2. 

A G e n e r a l  Averaging  Algorithm Although calculat- 
ing higher-order averaging expansions is a tedious task, 
there is a simple algorithm for doing so (Table 3). The al- 
gorithm incorporates two dimensions of approximation. 
The  first is the truncations of the logarithm vector field, 
Trunc, (Y ) .  which captures the system dynamics up to 
mth-order. The second is the truncations of the compen- 
sation map, Trunc(,_l) ( P ( t ) ) ,  which gives m'h-order 
proximity between the two flows. 

6 Conclusion 
This paper generalized averaging theory to arbitrary or- 
der, giving both averaging formulas and theorems related 
to stability of the averaged system. While the framework 
can recover known averaging results, it is restricted to  
smooth or analytic vector fields. Further investigations 
into Volterra series expansions could relax this require- 
ment. 

A companion paper 131 uses this theory t o  construct al- 
gorithms for feedback control of underactuated driftless 
control systems. Because the averaged system demon- 
strates linear stability, one can appeal to the averaging 
stability theorems to conclude exponential stabilization 
of the control system. The algorithm also works to  arbi- 
trary orders of Jacobi-Lie brackets. 
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